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Abstract--The dynamic breakdown behavior of short-channel NMOSFETTs in bulk
cl\'Ios is investigated. by applying an ac voltage to the gate terminal. It isfound that a high-frequency gate clock induces an excess electron current
which is proportional to the gate clock frequency and amplitude. with this
excess electron current, the avalanche multiplication process near the drainregion is strongly affected and the well-source bias is de-biased, Ieading toa different breakdown behavior. Moreover, the source jr:nction could be turnedon and the parasitic vertical and lateral transistors could be triggered. Thisalso affects the dynamic breakdown behavior. It is found from the experimentalresults that the breakdown voltage could decrease at high-frequency operations.
Thus in designing cMos for high-frequency operations, the dynamic breakdown
behavior has to be considered.

1. INTRODUCTION

It is known that the source-drain break-
down is one of performance lirniting factors
Ln
6)

scaled-dorrr MoSFET's. Many literatur."l) -
have so far been devoted to the study of

the source-drain breakdown r:nder dc biases.
It is for:nd that such a breakdown behavior in
the d.c case is mainly caused by the avalanche
rnultiplication due to high electric field and

is strongly affected by the parasitic bipolar
structures.

As the devices are more and more scaled
down, the chip operation frequency is e><pected

to be raised higher and higher. Thus it is
necessary to investigate the device breakdown

behavior rrnder high-frequency ac operations,
i.e., the dynamic breakdown behaviorr Ers well
as the dc breakdown behAvior. For bulk p-
well or dual-well CI{OS, the dc breakdovrn be-
havior is much worse in n-channel MOSFETT s

and so is the dynamic breakdown behavior.
Moreo'ver, a n-channel MOSFET in bulk CMOS has

another parasitic n+-p-we11-n-substrate bipo-
Iar transistor which also affects the break-
down behavior. Both effects of high-frequen-

cy operation and parasitic n-p-n bipolar
structure have not yet been studied in any

literature so far.
It is the aim of this work to investigate

the breakdown behavior of n-channel MOSFETTs

in bulk CMOS, taking the above two effects
into considerations. Sorne important findings
and novel phenom€na will be presented and

analyzed.

2. EXPERTIVIENTS

The devices rrnder investigation were fa-
bricated with I.5-pm
The effective channel

twin-well CI4OS technology.
width and length are 50

pm and I Um, respectively. The jturction depth
of source/drain is 0.32 pm for N-channel
MOSFETTs, 0.5 Um for p-channel MOSFETTs. The

resistivity of N-type substrate is 2 to 3 Q-cnr.

The oxide thickness and the threshold voltage
of N-channel MOSFET's are 250 i, and 1.Ol4 V,

respectively.
The e:q>erimental setups are shown in Fig.

1. A square wave {tilock) with different fre-
quencies and amplitudes, generated from a

pulse/fr.mction generator, $ras applied to the
gate tenninal to simulate the ac operations.
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The drain I-V characteristics were then mea-

sured by a parameter analyzer. The breakdown

rzoltage was determined from the measured I-V
characteristics. TLre effect of well (back-

gate) biases on the breakdown behavior was

evaluatbd by neasuring the well currents un-

der different, well biases. To investigate
the effect of n+-p-we11-n:substrate bipolar
effect, all the measurements were performed

rrnder two different conditions: (a) The sub-

strate is floating; and (b) the substrate is
biased to Voo.

Note that all the measured currents in
the ac operations were their average currents.

lltrus the capacitance transient currents are

not included.

3. RESULTS AI{D DISCUSSIONS

3.1 Excess Electron Currents

For n-channel MOS devices operated r:nder

a gate clock and a dc drain voltage well below

the drain breakdown voltage, EIll extra current

was measured at the well node in the floating-
substrate case or at the substrate node in the

biased-substrate case. The measured currents

in the biased substrate case is shovnr in Fig.

2 where the current depends on gate clock am-

plitudes and frequencies. The origin of this

current can be e:<plained as follows.
As the gate voltage lowers to 0 V, the

inversion electrons are dismissed instantly.

Part of electrons moves to the drain/source

regions whereas part of them moves to the

substrate. Shortly after the disrnissal, the

gate voltage raises to a high voltage above

the threshold voltage and the electrons have

to form an inversion layer beneath the surface.

The major source of inversion electrons is

from the n+ drain/source regions, instead of

the substrate. This means that the dismissed

electrons in the substrate can not totally

respond to the gate voltage change and come

back to the inversion layer. They becorne

wandering electrons and have to be recombined

quickly in the floating-sulcstrate case artd./or

swept to the substrate in the biased-substrate
case to retain the charge neutrality. An ex-
ternal current called the excess electron
current, therefore, is generated as a result
of electron recombinations or moving.

As the gate clock frequency is increased,

more electrons fail to respondto the gate clocl<

and thus are recombined andr/or swept out.
Thi-s leads to an excess electron current
proportional to the clock frequency. Mean-

while, as the gate clock amplitude is increa-
sed and the frequency is fixed, the inversion

electrons are increased by an amount propor-

tional to the gate clock voltage amplitude.

Thus the recombined or swept electrons and

the excess electron current are also Propor-

Fig. I E:<perimental setr4>s to
measure the dynamic breakdown
of a CI'IOS device showing in
cross-sectional view.

GATE CLOCK FREQTJENCY (Hz)

Fig. 2 Excess electron current
as a fr.rnbtion of gate clock
frequency with different clock
amplitudes.
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tional to the clock voltage amplitude as

shown in Fig. 3.

3.2 Substrate-Related Dynamic Breakdown

In the case of V'O-biased sr:bstrate, the
excbss electron current flowing out of the
power supply VOO has the following effects:
(1) To turn on the source jr-rnction and make

the breakd.own behavior dominated by Lhe

parasitic lateral and vertical bipolar
transistors i

(2) To retard the avalanche rnultiplication
effect caused by the high drain electric
field.

Fig. 4 shows the measured substrate currents
as a function of the drain voltage with the
gate clock frequency as a paraneter. Dtre to
the high substrate current at 1O MHz, the
source jrnction is turned on suddenly which
leads to a sharp increase of the substrate
current dt V.,o=2.8 V in Fig. 4. At suffi-L'5
ciently high drain voltager avalanche multi-
plication occurs. Thus the source jr.rnction
is more heavily turned on and the substraLe
current increases significantly.

The complete I-V characLeristics with
the amplitude of 10 MIIz gate clock as the
parameter are shown in Fig. 5 where the solid
(dotted) lines represent the biased- (floating-)
substrate case. In the case of biased sub-
strate, the effects of parasitic lateral and

vertical bipolar transistors and the avalanche
multiplication effect lead to the snap-back
phenomena. But they occur at a higher drain
current because part of the holes generated

from the avalanche multiptication reconrlcines

part of the excess inversion electrons in the
substrate. Without the vertical bipolar ac-
tion, the snap-back is less sigrnificant, as

nay be seen from Fig. 5.

Fig. 6 shows the breakdown voltages in
the biased-substrate case as a function of
gate clocl< amplitude at different clock fre-
quencies. As the clock frequency increases
up to 10 MHz, the breakdown voltage increases

if the clock amplitude is low. This is due

to the retarding effect of the excess elec-
tron current. As the clock amplitude increa::
ses, the breakdown voltage decreases first
and then increases, resulting in C-shape

breakdown characteristics2). At, high clock
amplitudes, a high clock frequency tends to
ha've a lower breakdown voltage.
3.3 We1l-Source Bias

To investigate the effect of well-source
bias V", on the dynamic breakdown behavior,
the well and the substrate currents (excess

electron currents) at 10 MHz 6.Vr:gate ctock
were measured for different V", down to -2y
as a function of drain voltages and they are
shown in Fig. 7. It can be seen that excess
electron currents gradually become the same

for different V", at high d.rain voltages,
especially in the case of floating substrate.
The reason of this de-biasing phenomenon is
that the high excess electron current at high
clock frequency and amplitude produces a po-
tential distribution within the well which
shields the V-_^ bias.

w5
The breakdown voltages at 10 MHz gate

elodk and under different V*, are plotted as

a function of the gate clock arplitude in
Fig. 8. It is seen that breakdown voltages
for different V* tends to converge to the
same value at high clock amplitudes due to
the de-biasing effect of the high excess

electron current.

4. CONCLUSIONS

It has been shown in this work that the
dynanic breakdown behavior of a short-channel
MOSFET r:nder the operatibn of a high-frequen-
cy gate clock is quite d.ifferent from its dc

breakdown behavior. Under high-frequency
operations, an excess electron current is
geherated which is proportional to clock
frequency and anplitude. This current, flows
from the V'O-biased substrate or the grounded

well if the substrate is floating. It could
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turn on the source jrurction, trigger the pa-
rasitic lateral artd,/or vertical bipolar tran-
sistors, retard the avalanche multiplication
effect' and debias the well-source bias.
Tttus the dlmamic breakdown voltage could be

lowered if the excess electron current is too
large at high frequencies. For a digital
CI{OS VLSI chip operated at high frequencies,
therefore, the dynamic breakdown should be

aonsidered in performing the worst-case cir-
cuit device/process desigrn.

In future works, theoretical models will
be developed to characterize the excess elec-
tron current and the dynamic breakdown be-

havior. The effect of the excess electron
current on other circuit speed performance

and latchup immr:nity will also be addressed

in the future.
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Fig. 4 Excess electron current
flowing out of the V'O-viased
substrate as a function of drain
voltage at dj-fferent cl-ock
freouencies.
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Fig. 5 I-V characteristics of the
NMOSFET at L0 MHz gate clock,
showing different breakdown
curves in cases of floating- and
biased- substrate.
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Fig. 6 Breakdown voltages in the
case of biased substrate as a
fi:nction of gate clocl< ary>litude
at different clock freguencies.
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